
Mo’s Qualtrics Tips and Tricks



We are first going to go 
over logging in.



To access Qualtrics, you will go to 
your Gateway, and on your right 
hand side, it should be under 
“Additional Services”

If this is your first time logging in, 
try signing in through 
sfsu.qualtrics.com

http://sfsu.qualtrics.com


Now we are going to 
go over copying a form. 



This is your projects Library. 
To start a new project, or to copy a new project click 
on the button “Create new project” in the top right. 



Once here, you will click on the 
“Survey” Option. 



Then click “Get started”



Now, in order to continue we must Name the project, 
And select which project we are going to copy.



Here you will name your project.

Here you may choose how you want to build your survey.

From scratch.
From a file.
From an existing Project.
From your library.
For the purpose of this presentation, we are going to Copy an existing project. 



For this presentation I am going to go 
with the Budget Request Routing 
Form. 

As you can see the “Create project” 
button in the bottom right is no 
longer faded and is able to be clicked. 



You are now taken to the survey 
builder page. 

Here you can edit the content of the 
survey, questions, titles, etc. 



PLEASE NOTE: Any changes 
made NEED to be published in 
order to be saved, and put on 
the live survey. ALWAYS 
publish and save your work!



Now, we are going over 
adding collaborators. 



In the Tools section, you will 
find a list of things, but #1 being 
Collaborate. 



Clicking on collaborate will take 
you to a Collaborator’s Pop up, 
where you can add people to 
edit and work on your survey, or 
view the results generated by 
people completing your surveys. 



In this pop-up, you can add people through their SFSU ID 
or email.
Type their name in the box above, and click “Add”.

If their name doesn’t show up, add their SFSU email, and 
it will send them a collaborator’s email, where they will be 
prompted to make an account. 



Once added, you can Allow them to “View Reports”, “Activate 
and Deactivate” the survey, “Copy”, and “Distribute”., and you 
will click “Save” and they should be sent an email giving them 
access to the form. 



● Allowing someone to “View Reports” gives them access to the data of the form after someone has taken 
the survey. 

● Allowing someone to “Activate/Deactivate” allows them to make the survey live or not. 
● Allowing someone to “Copy” allows them to copy the survey, (This includes email actions.)
● Allowing someone to “Distribute” allows them to utilize the “Anonymous LInk” link, and share that out to 

people. 



This section will now showcase 
adding email actions. 



To access your Email Actions, you will click on “Actions” on the top 
left of your screen. 



As you can see, when copying a form, the actions come with it, but 
for the sake of this presentation, I will be creating a new one. 

To start, you click “Create an action”



From here you will 
be prompted to 
choose either 
“Scheduled” or 
“Event-based”.
I always choose 
“Event-based”.



You can name the Action by clicking here.

You can add “Tasks” and “Conditions” by 
clicking here. 



Adding a T



In order to be able to create the 
Action, and “Save” you need to 
fill-in the fields marked in red. 

You can set the “To:” portion to send to a specific person, or a response 
in the survey, if one of the questions on the survey asks for an email.



Clicking “Include Response Report” allows whoever this Email Action is going 
to, to view the report or data from the answers of whoever filled out the 
form.  In the email action the Response Report will be under “Response 
Summary”.
Clicking the “Include Recipient Data” allows the receiver of the Email Action 
to view the Response ID of this form. 

When filling out the form, you want “Never”, and “None” on 
Expiration and Embedded Data. This allows the response to be 
recorded and never deleted



End Date = Date Submitted

Response ID is what we use when looking at the 
Responses, it allows us to find a specific response. 

The URL to view Results give you the entirety of 
the email in a new tab. 



The Response Summary 
provides the survey 
questions, with the user’s 
answers in the email 
response.



This section is focusing on adding 
Conditions to your email actions.

Please Note: Email actions, that are set to send on the condition of a 
specific question response, may need to be changed and updated if the 

question moves in place in the survey, or if there is a change to the 
responses of the question. 

 



To add conditions, click on the +, and click on “Conditions”.



Click on “Condition” to add a type of Condition.



You want to set your condition based off 
of a question. 



Choose the question, you want to make your 
condition dependent on. It can be any type of 
question, that has some type of answer. 
Whether you are choosing a name, writing an 
email, a yes or no, etc. 



For the sake of this Email Action, we have made it 
dependent on which GA the person chooses. 



When finished setting up the Condition, 
click on “Done Editing”.



You’re now done! Completing your email 
action. 
Please note: You can make the condition based 
off of any type of question, AND you can also 
opt to have no condition at all, and send to 
whoever you put as a recipient.



This next section will now 
talk about how to find the 

distribution link. 



To get to the Distribution Link, click on 
“Distributions”.



Click on Anonymous Link

This is 
your link.



The End!

This concludes your Qualtrics How To Guide!
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